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The synonyms of “Excellently” are: famously, magnificently, splendidly

Excellently as an Adverb

Definitions of "Excellently" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “excellently” as an adverb can have the
following definitions:

Extremely well.
In an extremely good or outstanding way.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Excellently" as an adverb (3 Words)

famously In a manner or to an extent that is well known.
We got along famously.

magnificently In an extremely beautiful, elaborate, or impressive manner.
The magnificently decorated Great Hall.

splendidly Excellently; very well.
The ceiling is splendidly decorated.
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Usage Examples of "Excellently" as an adverb

The remains were excellently preserved.
All the actors performed excellently.
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Associations of "Excellently" (30 Words)

ace One of four playing cards in a deck having a single pip on its face.
Nadal banged down eight aces in the set.

admirable Deserving of the highest esteem or admiration.
He has one admirable quality he is totally honest.

amazing Causing great surprise or wonder; astonishing.
She makes the most amazing cakes.

awesome Extremely impressive or daunting; inspiring awe.
The awesome complexity of the universe.

better
Comparative of well in a better or more excellent manner or more
advantageously or attractively or to a greater degree etc.
It would be better to speak to him.

eminent (of a positive quality) present to a notable degree.
An eminent peak.

https://grammartop.com/ace-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/admirable-synonyms
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exceeding Extremely exceedingly.
She spoke warmly of his exceeding kindness.

excel Be exceptionally good at or proficient in an activity or subject.
She excelled in math.

exceptional Unusually good; outstanding.
Special educational provisions for exceptional children.

extraordinary
Serving an unusual or special function in addition to those of the regular
officials.
An extraordinary achievement.

fabulous Extraordinary, especially extraordinarily large.
A fabulous two week holiday.

fantastic Of an extraordinary size or degree.
Your support has been fantastic.

incredible Beyond belief or understanding.
The book s plot is simply incredible.

magnificent Characterized by grandeur.
Magnificent cathedrals.

marvelous Extraordinarily good or great ; used especially as intensifiers.
A marvelous collection of rare books.

miraculous Of the nature of a miracle or having the power to work miracles.
I felt amazed and grateful for our miraculous escape.

outstanding Of major significance or importance.
Julian s outstanding debts.

phenomenal Perceptible by the senses or through immediate experience.
The phenomenal world.

prodigious Of momentous or ominous significance- Herman Melville.
Her memory was prodigious.

regale Provide with choice or abundant food or drink.
He was regaled with excellent home cooking.

remarkable Unusual or striking.
A remarkable sight.

spectacular Characteristic of spectacles or drama.
French history was represented in a spectacular for tourists.

splendid Magnificent; very impressive.
A splendid fellow.

super An extra unwanted or unimportant person a supernumerary.
Julie was a super girl.

https://grammartop.com/marvelous-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/miraculous-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/phenomenal-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/spectacular-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/super-synonyms
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superb
Used in names of birds with attractive or colourful plumage e g superb
lyrebird.
A superb performance.

superior A superior letter figure or symbol.
Overcome by a superior opponent.

surpassing Exceeding or surpassing usual limits especially in excellence.
A picture of surpassing beauty.

terrific Causing terror.
His body presented a terrific emblem of death.

vantage
Place or situation affording some advantage especially a comprehensive
view or commanding perspective.
From my vantage point I could see into the front garden.

wonderful Extraordinarily good or great ; used especially as intensifiers.
They all think she s wonderful.


